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The main goal in our lives is to own what is within us, 
as we identify and accept both our Light and our            
shadows. Only then can we master our lives.

Once we have that awareness, and have seen the     
order in our chiaroscuro design, we may use the        
shadows to reveal our Light.

Jacqueline Ripstein
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Prologue
To adequately critique the profoundness of Jacqueline Ripstein’s art requires a bold analysis of paintings.

She has demonstrated the skill of the Masters in a re ned representation of real things, and the human form and face 
with expressions of the reactions to the physical world and transactions with people. She clari es realism.

She has demonstrated the lofty skill of the Impressionists to soften and mystify reality that takes us to etheric levels of 
consciousness with a more mellow emotional  avor.
She successfully uses all colors and intensities to excite us from warmth to passion as she masterfully displays the path 
of now to that of the future. 

“Jacqueline Ripstein’s paintings cover a broad spectrum from material consciousness to the etheric and the divine. 
These are the stimulus to enlighten mind and encourage physical health. 
To me her versatility and skills represent a frontier direction of art. Her leadership should foster a new school of painting 
which I title “Etheric Surrealism”.

“But most of all I believe her artistic representations are a grounding light for our evolution, from the chaos of our        
universe, which will help us to the peace of wisdom. 
Therefore I truly hope that her paintings will be displayed in every home and office of our land, as we remember that 
visual perception is more powerful and enduring than the written word. Her messages carry pervading wisdom.”

Rev. Dr. Valerie V. Hunt
Professor Emeritus UCLA, Author, Scientist, Philosopher, Visionary,  lecturer and 

Professor Emeritus of Physiological Science at the University of California, Los Angeles
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“My Art is the expression of the Divine Mind,
  that lives in yours.”

Jacqueline Ripstein
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To be in “Heaven” means to have our consciousness vibrate at the 
highest levels while we are in the physical dimension of life. 

As the Light shines through, negativity will be shaken off more forcefully, 
helping us to relinquish the dark vibrations that for centuries have been               

activated by the shadows of the ego system. 

NOW is our opportunity to reveal our Light. Our Light is a sparkle of God’s 
Light. 

Gratitude and Compassion are the highest vibrations of Love. Change 
starts with...Me, and with You.

Together we can all bring Heaven to Earth.

Heaven to Earth© 2009  

Heaven to Earth© 2009  
44 1/2” x 24”   Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
Artist Private Collection
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I’ll wear a Mask for you…
I SMILE...
So you would think all is perfect in my life
I covered myself, I feel protected by the Mask 
But..Deep within 
I have pain, I feel lonely,  I need Love!

FEELING LONELY..?
Go Deep within you ... and you will find me..
I Am your Joy, You are always Loved
As long as you recognize me...
You wont need a Mask to fool you... Or others

TRUST … WE ARE ALWAYS WITH YOU...

Unmasking the Ego© 2015 
18”x 24”  Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)

UNMASKING THE EGO© 2015 
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We use a glass mirror to see our face...

... We use works of art 
   to see our Soul.”

“We use a glass mirror 
to see our face...

... We use works of art 
to see our Soul.”
 

Bernard Shaw

Cosmic Chess Game© 1992
28” x 36”  Original oil on canvas 

with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
Artist Private Collection
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The Cosmic Chess Game of Life© 1992

Opposites attract:
Light / Darkness, Truth / Falsehood, Reality / Illusion, Love / Hate, Joy / Sorrow,

 Giving / Receiving, Peace / War, Ascent / Descent...
Are we Awake or are we asleep?

YOU DECIDE: Do you choose the road of Light or the road of darkness?
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Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo! 

I used to sing this and dance to it when I was four years old. My father had 
given me the most wondrous magic wand made from cardboard and 
wrapped in aluminum foil. It sparkled like a star! I believed in magic – my 

wand and my paintbrush transported me to the Invisible World. 

I lived then, and still live now, with wonder and excitement. Life for me has 
been a magical journey.

Art has long been both an inner need and something that has led me to 
growth and fulfillment in my life. 

Before I start to paint, as an act of reverence I always light a candle and 
pray to be guided by the Divine.
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An increasing concern for the welfare of humankind, all living beings,                        
especially for our children and their future, has always been in my heart. My 
proposal for World Peace is to reunite humanity (regardless of differences of 
religion, race, culture, or ideology) by drawing on the common creative forces 
within all human beings and the Arts, which feed our Spirits with Peace and 
Love. Freeing us from any burden or attachment, they elevate us to higher 

states of consciousness in which we awaken, we shine.

  My life’s purpose has been to reveal the hidden messages through Art, to 
reveal the Light of God within all of us and the Invisible dimensions that create 

our everyday lives. 

 I have accepted my mission with respectful responsibility: to be a simple 
brush, through which art may reveal the invisible bridge between Heaven and 
Earth. It is my privilege and duty to help create a new world of Peace and Love 
as a legacy to all beings -- a New World, where our Spirits will  flower in our                
everyday lives. The arts, prayer, and meditation are powerful and wide- open 
channels through which we may recognize and express our Inner Self, and in 

so doing, create World Peace.

  My Art is part of a larger spiritual universal movement happening now, 
it’s here to feed the needs of the world, it serves for the higher purpose of                                 
unity and healing. As it helps create Inspiration that can manifest as: Strength,                    

Inner-Peace, an Awakening.

 To leave  a legacy to our children and their children as we give birth to a World 
of Peace, Compassion and Love. 

JACQUELINE’S ART MISSION
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Since she was a little girl growing up in Mexico Jacqueline Ripstein 
had big dreams of transforming the world through art that reveals 
the ultimate truths of our Inner Light and that of the Creator.

 As an artist, writer, innovator, public speaker, and activist, she is 
truly a remarkable pioneer in the healing arts and beyond.                         

Consciousness and transformation, greater enlightenment and 
consciousness of all beings, world peace and  unification of  
the collective, revealing unseen dimensions that influence all  
life,     seeing  and  embracing Divine Light,  raising vibrations and                                 
frequencies, heightening self-awareness and greater love…

These are just a few intentions placed into all of Ripstein’s lifelong 
endeavors, yet these manifestations are most visible through her 
mesmerizing artworks.

Jacqueline Ripstein Healing Art Awakens the Eyes to the Invisible

Stephanie Lucas article for quantumstones.com
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    Born in Mexico and self-taught, Jacqueline won a national diploma at age 12 
in a Prismacolor competition, setting off what would become a singular career as 
a pioneer in healing art. A unique creative who has dared cross the boundaries of 
the traditional art schools to create new techniques in the world of art, Jacqueline’s 
mystical journey and insatiable search for the Divine Light guided her to patent The 
Invisible Art & Light Technique © in 1986, a gift to humanity, a unique revelation, an 
encounter with the spiritual world through her art. 

Several leading scientists have researched her art, proving its unique high vibrational 
healing properties. Scientific research by Dr. Valerie Hunt, Dr. J. J. Hurtak, Dr. Rafael 
López Guerrero, and Dr. Vaughn Cook, has revealed that her art has unique healing 
properties that can elevate viewers to heightened states of consciousness.

Since her childhood, her deepest desire has been to reveal the unseen dimensions 
that influence the course of people’s lives. 

Her astonishing artwork--rendered in three different light wavelengths (normal, 
black light and a combination of both) awakens people to the unconscious parts of       
themselves and the unseen world around them. 

Her art reveals the Light within and the Invisible dimensions that create one’s                    
everyday life.

Stephanie Lucas article for quantumstones.com

Achieving the Seemingly Impossible

Jacqueline Ripstein

*   Fine Art Artist & Author
* United Nations ECOSOC Representative of the               
International Association of Educators for World Peace.
*   Creator of the Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
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“I wanted to show the Divine light within each of us! 

My aspiration has been to create pieces that transcend                            
limiting thoughts and promote inspiration, to cultivate art that 
is meaningful, as it reveals positive messages that resonate 
with high vibrational energy, awakening our inner wisdom. 

   The “Invisible Art & Light Technique©” is a revelation        
between the Visible & Invisible! The Conscious Mind & the 

Unconscious Mind! Between the Body & the Soul!”

Invisible images appear revealing information that’s not       
initially ‘visible’ and viewers immediately sense the power 
of change as the art beckons the subconscious to become 
more consciously open to ‘seeing’ the Invisible beyond our 
physical realm.

Why did Jacqueline created and patented 
Invisible Art?

Voyage of Life: BIRTH© 2010
 34” x 25 1/2” Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)

Same Painting seen under Normal Light

Same Painting seen under Both Lights
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Creator of several innovative new techniques in the world of art, Jacqueline’s mystical journey and insatiable creativity, led her 
to search beyond any techniques created by artists, where she could  reveal to our humanity the Divine Light. 

Guided, in 1983 she started her research for Invisibility, in 1986 she first patented the Invisible Art & Light Technique, leaving a  
legacy of a new high vibrational art to humanity.

A unique revelation! An encounter with our spiritual world through her art. Scientific research by Dr. Valerie Hunt, Dr. J. J. Hurtak, 
Dr. López Guerrero, and Dr. Vaughn Cook, have revealed that her art has high vibrational healing properties, and that it can 
elevate us to heightened states of consciousness. (See studies & testimonials at http://www.jacquelineripstein.com

About the Invisible Art & Light Technique© (Pat) 1986 by Jacqueline Ripstein

How to View my Art

All three images you see here are photos of the SAME PAINTING, that under normal, black light, and seen 
with the mix of both lights, each picture reveals a different view. 

The first one ...Shows the Art under a Normal Light
The second one...Shows the same painting under a Black Light.

The third one...Shows the same painting under both lights, normal and black Light

Same Painting seen under Normal Light Same Painting seen under Black Light Same Painting seen under Both Lights

Eternal Love©: 1996
Artist Private Collection
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Lifetime© 1976
24” x 30” Tempera on Canvas

Artist Private Collection

RETROSPECTIVE 
(this are only a few samples of Jacqueline’s art)

Confusion© 1977 
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Confusion© 1977 
 28” x 36“ Oil on Canvas

Private Collection 

Why do we continue speaking
 various languages without 
understanding each other?

Is it the language that separates us? 

We are all human beings 
on the journey of Life.

Confusion© 1977 
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Unity & the Cosmos© 1977 
28” x 36” Oil on Canvas
Artist Private Collection

Ambition© 1979  
28” x 36” Oil on Canvas

Private Collection 
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Illumination© 1979 
24” x 36” Oil on Canvas

Private Collection

Burden of Life© 1980 
28” x 36” Oil on Canvas

Private Collection
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Resignation to Adversity© 1980 
28” x 36”  Oil on canvas
Private Collection
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“Only God creates. The rest of us just copy” 
Michelangelo

Human Evolution© 1981 
31 1/2” x 39”  Oil on Canvas

Artist Private Collection
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Cosmogenesis…Point Zero© 1982 
28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas

Private Collection
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Apocalypse© 1982 
31 1/2” x 39” Oil on Canvas

Private Collection
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A glimpse of Heaven...
Knowledge enables Man to reason intelligently from 

the Known to the Unknown.

Within a human being a whole Universe is          
manifested. The Prophet is an intermediary between 

humanity and Divinity. 

All human beings can be prophets if they can     
perceive God’s Light in their hearts.

The Garden of the Prophets© 1982

Garden of the Prophets© 1982  
28”x 36”  Oil on Canvas
Artist Private Collection
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Eternity© 1982  
28” x 36” Oil on Canvas
Private Collection
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The Theater of Life© 1982  
28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas

Private Collection
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Sensitivity© 1982  
28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas
Private Collection
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Architect of his Own Destiny© 1983 
28” x 36” Oil on Canvas

Private Collection
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Loneliness© 1983  
28” x 36” Oil on Canvas
Artist Private Collection
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Aquarius Time© 1983  
28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas

Private Collection
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Future of the Past© 1984  
28” x 36” Oil on Canvas

Private Collection
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The Circle of Life© 1984
28” x 36” Oil on Canvas

Private Collection
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Augusta Terra © 1984  
28” x 36” Oil on Canvas

Private Collection
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The Enlightenment of Life© 1985  
28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas

Private Collection
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The painting on the right, depicted Man’s destruction 
of the world: An atomic bomb ...
That moves & rotates the painting of the left:  
Painting to the left: the bible mentions the passage of 
The Deluge, the narrative discusses the evil of mankind 
that moved God to destroy the world by the way of the 
flood...
I question...?
Do we have to wait for an imminent destruction again, 
or...destroy ourselves one more time...?
As we wake up we can create Peace and not War!

ART FOR ME WAS NOT ONLY STATIC MATTER
my search took me to patent in 1986
“Art in Motion”

Deluge© 1986
80” x 100” Oil on Canvas

Art in Motion (pat)
Artist Private Collection
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In the painting of Life in this lesson, we see the Boat of Life destroyed. 
Its fragments float and the pieces drift apart, reminding us of the fragility of Life. 

We feel destroyed, empty, drifting in pieces. 
We doubt we can move forward. When we view the painting under the Invisible Light, 

then wesee that the boat is still there, complete. 
We awaken to the Truth within us. 

We know we are safe, our Spirit is complete…
we Survive. No test can really destroy us. 

The Soul, our Spirit, is Eternal.

The boat symbolizes our journey through Life, our journey through the physical world. 
The ocean symbolizes Spirituality and Life. A calm ocean represents a state of inner Peace and         

emotional balance. A turbulent ocean symbolizes pain, anxiety, stress.

Life is a Spiritual journey.

Life© 1987

Original Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
36”x 24” Same Painting seen under the 3 Lights

Artist Private Collection

Writing from: The Art of HealingArt: The Keys to Power &  Awareness book
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Who am I?  Do I have freedom to change?

Life is a gift, growth is a gift.

There is a time when you realize that there is more to living 
than just surviving.

Life is a journey, it’s the school of life with its tests, pain and 
recognition that help us grow.

Metamorphosis is the Path towards our awakening, as we 
transform we wake up! As with the butterfly, every stage of our 

transformation unfolds the path of Liberation.

From the dense body and unconscious mind, the process of 
Metamorphosis starts with the question of: Who Am I?

This awakens the Spiritual essence, opening the path of return 
to the Divine.

Along the way the identification from the body to the Soul, 
starts the ascension process.

 With the awakening of each human, will come the          
awakening of humanity.

The path of materialism, will vanish… the process of         
transformation will make us realize that we are much more 

than a physical body, and that our true worth is hidden within 
each of us.

Our soul is our Light… It’s the pure spark of the Eternal Light of 
God, of Love.

A metamorphosis miracle happens as we all become One 
again with the Light.

Metamorphosis© 1987 
28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas

Private Collection

Metamorphosis© 1987
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SCULPTPAINT© 1988
Sculpture and oil on Silver & Gold plated bronze 

plate (pat) 

Leda and the Swan© 1988
Limited Edition of 3, sculpaint oil/sculpture on 

bronze covered with silver and gold.
Another unique patented technique 

by Jacqueline. Sculpaint.
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The Sacred Journey© 1988 
Seen under normal & both lights

28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
Private Collection
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Walking the Path of Life© 1989 
28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)

Private Collection
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Jacob’s Dream© 1990

Jacob’s Dream© 1990
Original oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)

28” x 36” Same Painting seen under the 3 Lights
Private Collection
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“Jacqueline Ripstein’s work, the liberty of ideals is based on an equal liberty of execution and at the same time, allows 
admiration of this artistic language through the mastery, of the brush, the colorful accuracy and the great spiritual richness 
of this visionary who has created an original form of expression. Besides being an outstanding artist, Jacqueline Ripstein 
is intellectually grounded in mysticism and the sciences to create polyvalent and fascination symbols that make her 
painting innovative and transcendent. Her audacious combinations of shapes and highlighted by images of delicate 
poetry, rich design and tones. In summary, her contribution to the technique and expression of painting, has made her a 
first-class artist anywhere in the world.“

BERTHA TARACENA, Mexican Art Critic Member of the international Association of Art Critics (AICA) Mexico,1978

“Art in general and the genre of painting in particular is a concept that lives and finds refuge in the creator’s continuos 
contributions from centuries upon centuries of intense exploration, Fundamentally throughout this century, more than 
many other century in history, artist have searched for new frontiers and unknown languages trying to find that one 
expression that could define them, to become what only a few are called to become. Among the fortunate, Jacqueline 
Ripstein, for whom art is a star that illuminates her and others its distinguished generosity to allow a picture to go beyond
a simple representation, creates on canvas a dazzling spectacle that burst with surrealism symbols evoking emotion from 
the viewer. And, this is true because her entire work is part of a message that , oil like matter organizes on the canvas to 
invite you to enjoy with devoted and admiring silence”...

ANTONIO MORALES,(1994) Director of “Correo del Arte” & “Correo del Arte Hispano”, Honorary Member of the Spanish Asso-
ciation of Painters & Sculptors, Academia de Bellas Artes Espanolas, (Fine Arts Academy of Spain).

International Art Critics

Chess of Life© 1983  
28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas

Painting burned at the MGM Hotel 
in Las Vegas- Nevada
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“Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. 
Imagination encircles the world.” (Albert Einstein)

Circus of Life© 1992
Painting seen under both lights

28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
Private Collection 
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Chosen to open: 
Sefarad 1992 In Toledo, Spain an event with the Kings of Spain

This artist’s ambitious intentions, spiritual surrealism an numerous messages 
she communicates are evident in her paintings, however the interest of the        
critic  has  to  focus  strictly  on  the  positive  pictorial  values.  She is a master of 
amiable drawings, she treats light with uncommon diversity, and her sensibility 
and  knowledge culminates in the internal harmony of her painting and in the 
delicacy of her palette. 

It is unquestionable that she is at the apex of her sensitivity and at the peak of 
her profession”.

ANTONIO COBOS: (1994) Dean of Critics, Spanish Art.Co-Founder “AECA”, Spanish 
Association of Art Critics, Member “Association International des Critiques D”Art. 

Reality ot Illusion© 1994
Don Quijote de la Mancha

24” x 32” Original oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & 
Light technique© (pat)

Private Collection
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Children of the World© 1993 
28” x 36”  Same painting seen under 3 Lights. 

Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
Private Collection

Children of the World© 1993
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JACQUELINE RIPSTEIN: “ARTIST OF MYSTICAL REALISM. 
For contemporary Artist approaching the 21st century, the subject of spirituality is not an easy one to address in a society that 
is most often cynical and secular, and comfortable with modern paintings styles that are abstract and objective. Through 
here art she has the power to enter new pathways leading toward the internal light. Her paintings are a testament to this                   
commitment and reflection of life’s experiences in body and soul”
       
DR. CAROL DAMIAN, Professor of Art History of Florida, International University (1996).

Jacqueline Ripstein’s search for God and her knowledge of human nature has given her the power to create paintings that 
touch our hearts & souls t through a silent language, a prayer. Extensive scientific research that culminated in a unique             
discovery allow us to say that she is undoubtedly the creator of the invisible technique. This gives her work an evocative 
power, a mysterious atmosphere, which is acentuated by the artist’s charisma”…

JANE CHIROUSSOT CHAMBEAUX, Conservator Museum of Modern Art, Unet (France) (1996) 

I met Jacqueline 10 years ago and my life has never been the same. She is one of the most inspirational people I have ever 
met. Her art is a reflection of her spirituality. The quality of her art cannot be expressed in writing, it must be seen. I speak 
from experience when I say that it is not only inspirational but healing as well. It was no accident that we met. She is the                    
metaphysical Dali and I was Salvador Dali’s publisher for many years. “We are all exactly where we are supposed to be.”

Bill Levine, NY 

Let my People Go© 
28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas

International Art Critics
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The Test: The Sacrifice of Isaac© 1995
Same Painting seen under normal light & black light

28” x 36” Original oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
Private Collection
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How many times was I called crazy?                               
Because I was searching to create Invisible techniques?? 

Eager to reveal the Divine Light? Many!!! 
Now I understand that my quest was not as crazy... 

In fact its the only path to being “sane,” 
lucid, to shine the Light God within  me... and for All of Us!

We are transmitters of love or fear..and receivers too.

Any belief system is in itself illusionary- 
the Absolute Truth transcends the “illusion- Maya”, it just...IS. 

The absolute truth transcends all darkness. 

Every individual holds their own truth and vibrates it to the world...

Inner Peace triggers WorldPeace.

The Violet Ray vibration can help us transmute 
and clean our energy patterns.

Are you still in “debt” with life? Or have you “balanced” your kharma account?

I have learned to listen to the space within words... 
That’s where the truth is revealed...

Time is not against us, its the way we use it, that marks the difference!

Light & Darkness... Which one you choose to be?

How many times was I called crazy?                               
Because I was searching to create Invisible techniques?? 

Eager to reveal the Divine Light? Many!!! 

ART IS NOT HERE TO DECORATE A SOFA... 
ITS ROLE IS TO NOURISH OUR SOULS... Jacqueline Ripstein

“
“
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I Am Free
I Am Peace
I Am Love

I Am Service
I Am Compassion
I Am Eternal Love

I Am Light
I Am One with you

We strive to find who we are. 
We search all of our lives

for our Inner Being.

The Mastery of Life is to realize that 
within us is Divine Being. Being exists in 

a state of Peace and Love.

(From the Book the Art of HealingArt.)

I Am© 1995

I Am© 1995
Same painting seen under the 3 Lights 

28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas with 
Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat) 

Private Collection
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 28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat) 
Same painting seen under the 3 Lights
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Life is a grand stage where humans appear.
Seconds and minutes pass, turning into years.

Civilizations leave their footprints.
Every action we make leaves an energetic print.

We are actors and actresses in the great 
theater of life itself.

Tragedy and comedy are opposites, and we 
are here to experience it all.

We are eternal students because 
knowledge is so vast.

Teachers continue being students.
We are the directors, producers, and actors in 

the stage of our life.
The wardrobe changes, but the performance 

and feelings of the human being 
remain the same.

Life is a tragedy for those who prolong suffering.
And comedy for those who smile and rise above 

trials and dare to be brilliant.

Stop repeating painful life lessons: 
learn the lesson and move on...

We are here to discover the reality of love...

Love needs no mask.

Masquerade© 1996
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Our Lady of The Universe© 1997  
Jacqueline Ripstein & SAFE  Foundation
Painting seen under both lights
28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
Private Collection 

Commissioned to paint
Our Lady of the Universe:
God’s Gift to the World© 1997
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With Father Jozo Zovko 1996 in Medjugorje

With Father Jozo Zovko 1996 Tour to 15 cities in the USA 
unveiling the painting of  Our Lady of the Universe
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Angelic Journey© 1998  
Painting seen under both lights
24” x 30” Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
Private Collection 
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Divine Comedy: The Colors of Life© 2000 
Painting seen under both lights

24” x 30” Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
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Divine Love© 2000 
Same painting seen under both Lights 

32” x 40” Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© 
(pat)

My beloved I am one,
One with your soul and your being,

to be in love with love is a state of bliss.

To know you’re there although 
I cannot touch you,

It’s a feeling of total completeness.

I am intoxicated by your love,
To feel how you enter my body 

and make love to me,
Even when you’re not here.

A gift from God.

So I can see in my love for you,
Myself. 

Through vibrations, Healing Aspects: 
Heart Chakra and 7th Chakra.

Universal Love, Love Expansion & Purification of our Body

Divine Love
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The Descent of the Sacred Heart© 2001 
Same painting seen under both Lights 
28” x 36” Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© 
(pat) 
Private Collection
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Sara Naudi, Jacqueline, Ela Gandhi & Monica       
Willard at Youth Peace Interfaith event  at the 

Parliament of the World’s Religions in Spain

With Sogyal Rimpoche writer of the 
Tibetan Book of Living and Dyiing.

With Dadi Yankee With Mrs. Annan at the workshop                        
given by  Jacqueline to 450 children on 
the Millennium Day at the UN. 
(NY year 2000)

International Events
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With Dr. Masuru Emoto at the UN

Margaret Thatcher 
Prime Minister UK

Chosen as One of the 50 Shakers & Movers of the World, 
USS Sequoia Presidential Yacht Washington DC

With Louise Hay at her 80th Birthday With Arun Gandhi
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Storms of Life© 2004 
Painting seen under Normal Light 

28” x 36”  Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)

The storms of Life stir our Souls.
To every action, there is always a reaction.
Behind what is visible, there is always something Invisible that 
subtly activates the material and visible experience.
In Life there is always an advance and a retreat, a high and a 
low, a rising and a collapse.
There is an increase and a decrease of energy every second 
in the universe.
Our own thoughts can drown us.
The weight of anger, shot through with pain, can sink us.
Stress can drown us.
Life has its ups and downs, and both embrace a reward for us.
The ups give us high moments of Joy and Love.
The downs teach us the lessons that will strengthen us.
(From the Book The Art of HealingArt.)

Storms of Life© 2004
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Original mix technique Drawings Series of Man© 2005

Series of Man: Blue & Music Series of Man:  Red & masks Series of Man: White & Peace
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Moses Illumination© 2005
Moses illumination© 2005 

Same painting seen under Normal & both Lights
16” x 22 1/2 ” Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light 

technique© (pat)
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With every step we take, every thought we have,
we are nourishing the shadows - or nourishing the Light.

Colors reflect how we feel:
There are low- and high-vibrational dimensions of colors. 

The low drag us down; the higher vibrations of colors
elevate us to the heavens, to the Light.

The colors relate directly to our emotions, influencing the mind and body, 
acting as much in the physical plane as in the mental and emotional.

The rose opened her petals to the sun; 
she blossomed to give us her beauty and perfume, and then she died...

Did we pause for a second of our Life to smell and admire her?

Light contains the sounds and colors that form a silent vibrational language.

LIFE IS CODED IN ONE LANGUAGE—THE LANGUAGE OF LIGHT. Jacqueline Ripstein

“
“

Faith together with Hope forms the force that keeps us afloat 
through the big tests of Life.

Your thoughts create vibrations, and those vibrations manifest your desires. 
Be careful of what you are thinking!

Quotes from the Book: 
The Art of HealingArt: 

The Keys to Power & Awareness
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World Transformation© 2006
Painting seen under Both Lights 

28” x 36” Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
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Merkabah© 2008
 Painting seen under Normal Light 

28” x 36” Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
Private Collection
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The most subtle shadow is that of the ego... If 
you think you’ve

escaped it, look up - it is sitting on top of your 
head!

Temptation traps me...
Greed blinds me...
Wealth fools me...

Vanity nourishes my arrogance...
Pride makes me feel superior...

Selfishness beats me...
Bitterness poisons me...

Envy eats me up inside...
Pain restricts me...

Humiliation makes me feel like a victim...
Revenge gives me the illusion of strength...

Anger takes me out of control...
Fear controls me...

Jail of the Ego© 2009
Same painting seen under Normal Light 

14” x 20”  Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
Private Collection

Jail of the Ego© 2009
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Birth and Re-Birth Series© 2014

BIRTH© 2010 
Painting seen under both Lights

34” x 25 1/2”  Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)

BIRTH© 2010 
Painting seen under Normal Light

34” x 25 1/2”  Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
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Birth and Re-Birth Series© 2014

Re-BIRTH© 2010 
Painting seen under both Lights 

34” x 25 1/2” Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)

Re-BIRTH© 2010 
Painting seen under Normal Light 

34” x 25 1/2” Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
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The Light is pulsating, and a new vibration is taking over! The time of Aquarius is here, and A CHANGE IS NOW HAPPENING! Our Souls 
have been longing for this...we hunger for Hope!  The Universe is now receiving new frequencies of Light as it is entering the Violet Flame 
Vibrations.

My art was born to reveal and serve as a bridge for these new vibrations. Ahead of its time, my artistic visions manifested since 1974 
to plant a seed that would take years to grow into its purpose amid the collective. A supreme moment of my destiny that has taken 
years of overcoming obstacles, believing, trusting, and fighting against an embedded system of darkness that doesn’t want the bridges 
opened between the Visible and Invisible Worlds…between Heaven and Earth. 

Every painting is a portal to a different dimension or state of consciousness that opens us up to the possibility of a higher connection. 
The transition between the visible and the invisible world is now a dream come true. 

We have allowed the Ego/Matrix/ Materialistic world to take over our lives to the point of causing confusion as to who we truly are. 
We have become a civilization that believes that what we have in the material world is who we ARE. Manipulated by thoughts and 
programmed systems that drive us far away from our true essence, our Divine right, we are more entangled into the darkness than we 
are into the Light.

The enlightened arts in this high vibrational era are the instrument for us to enter and adapt to new necessities, being our creative 
forces that serve as the vehicle to help us ascend to higher states of awareness. Meanwhile our society has lost the vital essence that 
connects us to our inner-self. Our creative forces have become imprisoned to avoid our freedom, and art is a silent resource where we 
can rediscover our true essence.

As its proven: One image is worth a thousand words! Within a moment of ins-piration...as we are inspired, and therein lies the                          
opportunity of liberation and a sense of unification with the collective and Source.

The influx of light is felt in a multitude of ways. Our bodies operate at a heavier, more dense vibration than our Souls as they strive to 
assimilate with the new higher vibrations. Simultaneously, the ‘I Am Presence’ within each of us is actively connecting to a new power 
energy source. 

Some people are aware of these changes, moving forward, and many others are still trapped by the Matrix, and the Maya or Illusion 
world...where we are focused in a distorted and materialistic world. Reality cannot be manipulated, it’s not limited, it’s free and Eternal!
 
A massive Awakening is taking place now! The new Light is calling us as we start to feel within our hearts beat a new pulse, 
a hue of violet colors moving us... from being asleep to being awake and living in divine meaningful purpose as we dis-

cover why we are here...

Jacqueline Ripstein’s Art... 
Art for the New Era of Healing Vibrations...

WHY NOW?
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Meditation©  2014 
Painting seen under Normal Light 

24”x 32” Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)
Private Collection 
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The Flame of Love© 2015 

The Flame of Love© 2015 
Same painting seen under Normal & Both Lights

11” x 14”  Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat) 

My heart is flaming in it’s 
desire to love you.

To transcend all separation, 
To ignite the flame of Love.
Love is not only a word...It 
defines a state of being 

Where compassion,           
tolerance,      endurance, 

support, faith, are activated
Love is the pathway to Our 

Creator.

Re-igniting the flames of 
Love within each Heart

Knowing that Love is God, 
and hatred ego Ignite the 

Flame of Love in your Heart!
Be the Flame that can       

ignite others.

Be... The Lover of Love
Be the Light in times of   

darkness!
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Liberation© 2015 

LIBERATION© 2015 
Same painting seen under Normal & Both Lights

18” x 24” Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)

It has taken me years...
Years of being trapped within     
darkness, of being blind and 

asleep. 

Am I still trapped in the         
Ego-Self? Or Am I ready to be 

FREE?

To expand from a limited life, 
limited knowledge, limited 

power and limited happiness, 
to an Unlimited abundance 

and Eternal Life...

I wake up to my Divinity...
As I recognize that deep within 

me...I Am Light!
I’m able to recognize your 

Light!
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The Heavens open... 

Through this field, we have access to all of the information we need 
to revitalize our health, make our dreams come true, 

and expand our awareness.

You are not alone... Look deep within and you will find me
In the Voyage of Life...many times we feel alone...

Loneliness is a reflection of the ego/ illussion
But look closely into the barge... Look within the Invisible realm

The realization of the true Self is infinitely formless and Eternal

There’s two Divine beings: a sparkle of Light reveals.. 
In truth we are One!

Self Journey© 2015 
Painting seen under Both Lights

18” x 24” Oil on Canvas with Invisible Art & Light technique© (pat)

Self Journey© 2015
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An increasing concern for the welfare of humankind, especially for our children and their future,
has always been in my heart.

International Events with Children

Miami Latin Museum 

Museum at Lindzou Henan, 

Event at the Queen’s Mary boat Jacqueline 
gave active workshops to children 

Jacqueline was Chosen to open the Milenium Day 
Jacqueline was Chosen to open the Milenium Day at the UN 

Sept 21 2000

Teaching and Inspiring children’s lives 
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Event at the UN International Day of Peace
 Sept 21 2001

Invited by the Government of China to the First event for 
Peace through the Arts at Lindzou Henan, China Sept 21 2012

Invited by the Government of China to the First event for 
Peace through the Arts at Lindzou Henan, China Sept 21 

2012  at Lindzou Henan, China Sept 21 2012
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With Sufy Master  at event in the UN 

With Dr. Hurtak at inerfaith event in the UN 

With  Thomas Berry Creator of GAIA movement at his 80 th birthday event 
in the UN 

Event for Peace Italy With Charles Mercieca President of IAEWP 

Invited to International Events
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ART & PEACE EVENT 
With Prof. Fridman of Harvard University at event in the Parliament of World 

Religions in Barcelona, Spain. 

With Ted Turner  at event in the UN 

Miami Bizantine Ball & Investiture Ceremony with 
S.M. Prince & Princess Henry Paleologo
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A Sketch is the first manifestation where the Creative Forces give birth to an                                
Inspirational Divine Moment

Mary Magdalene Original Drawing
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“A painter told me that nobody could draw a tree     
without in some sort becoming a tree; or draw a child 
by studying the outlines of its form merely... but by 
watching for a time his motions and plays, the painter 
enters into his nature and can then draw him at every 
attitude.” (Ralph Waldo Emerson)
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Invited by the Government of                   
China, for the First Arts & Peace 
event Linzou Henan Provence. 
SEPTEMBER 21, 2012
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At the Museum where one of Jacqueline’s Paintings remains
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Jacqueline’s Art was chosen as  the Parliament 

Invited to India, for the First World Parliament Of 
Spiritualty. Hyderabad India. 
December 21, 2012
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“Each person who sees an art object would have a response from a transaction with it, it depends 
on where he is conscious mind is, as people grow in consciousness they will also respond to higher 
levels of consciousness portrayed in ART or Art objects . “Jacqueline has put together not only new 
crystals into Art , but in a way that her field has manipulated those crystals to tell a story ,she has told 
more in the story that is perceived on the material level, she has told… the ultimate story which is the 
spiritual story of mankind.”

“Jacqueline Ripstein combines composite artistic skills with crystal impregnated paint to produce 
a luminescence beyond the light of the greatmasters. Her paintings are profound, full spectrum                      
consciousness experiences.”

Dr.Valerie V Hunt. Ed.D.”During her long teaching career she authored 6 books and 25 research                  
articles. Scientifically she proves the existence of the human energy fields with broad degrees in                    
Biology, Physiological Psychology, Science Education and Physical Therapy she taught frontier     
courses in twenty medical colleges and universities here and abroad.” 

SCIENTIFIC TESTIMONIALS

Jacqueline Ripstein is, in essence, is one of the divine messengers whose visual screen is able to 
bring forth a scintillatingfield of ideographic language, a Rosetta picture those emanations a sense of          
transformation.

Her ability is to draw upon effulgent realities from the past and future express the underlying unity of the 
consciousness that permeates all realms of being.(2008).

(2010)—Dr. J.J. Hurtak, Ph.D. President of the Academy for Future Science
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SCIENTIFIC TESTIMONIALS

DIGITAL HEALTH
Jacqueline’s art has proven to be as soothing to the body as it is to the spirit. These effects have been documented by Vaughn R. 
Cook, OMD.
We are pleased to offer his research to you.
View Dr. Cook’s findings

Our experience at your home was to measure the stress patterns on one hand of each of five people. After taking the baseline 
readings, we then had each person spend time viewing your art after which we repeated the test on the same hand. The only   
variable was the intervening experience with your art. 

In every case the readings taken after the art was viewed were more balanced. The effect the art had on each person was different 
(as reflected in the readings) and in all cases, not all points balanced. But the results were impressive. Your art has a most definite 
calming, balancing and healing effect.

I was a pleasure spending time with you and Marc. I wish you all the best in your ensuing venture and look forward to a continued 
association.

Sincerely, Vaughn R. Cook, OMD

“It’s human nature to create art & music that readjusts the vibrations distorted by history.”

 Dr. Masaru Emoto

The Art of Jacqueline Ripstein has healing properties, and it helps raise our Consciousness... I had the honor 
to study the work of Jacqueline Ripstein and its technique “Invisible Light & Art”, its a clear example of the 
holistic one of the senses in the perception of signs of the Intelligent Universe.

Rafael Lopez Guerrero. President & Founder of FET ( Foundatión EticoTaku for Innovation).
Dr. Masaru Emoto

& his wife with Jacqueline
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This review is from: The Art of HealingArt: The Keys 
to Power and Awareness (Kindle Edition) 

FIVE STARS!

“Combining beautiful art with profoundly 
inspirational messages, Jacqueline Ripstein’s: The 
Art of HealingArt” inspires, educates, uplifts, and 
enlightens. It is one of those rarely brilliant works 

that moves the senses and the spirit within. 

Highly recommended.”

Dr. Joe Rubino
HighSelfEsteemKids.com 

and LifeOptimizationCoaching.com
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An Amazon Best Seller book that has moved 
hundreds of people’s lives!

It’s a powerful tool to transform your life and unveil your Light. 

This book encompasses our life’s journey. Its purpose is to guide us to 
reunite with Spirit.

Awakening wisdom, it helps you to transcend limiting thoughts, beliefs, 
and habits. 

For the first time Fine Art images reveal the 15 Keys that will guide you 
to different vibrational dimensions. You’ll learn how to apply these keys 
in major aspects of your life, including relationships, health, wealth, and 
happiness. 

This book is a wakeup call for humanity!

WEBSITE: www.TheArtofHealingArt.com
BOOK TRAILER: http://youtu.be/XMaEceqermU
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DIPLOMAS
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SHARING WITH LOVED ONES
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SHARING WITH LOVED ONES
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2014
 * Appointed: Honorary Advisor to Peace Society Worldwide

2012
 * Councillor and member of the First Parliament of Spirituality Hyderabad,   
    India.
 * Messenger of Peace certificate .lindzou Henan, China
 * Invited to the museum: the Roerich Museum in Russia. Show for Culture and 
   Peace.
 * Diploma Messenger of Peace. By Friends of the UN.
    Comite organizer of the  first Festival in Linzhou, China, “United Nations   
    Friends of Peace and Arts 9/21/2012.”
 * Appointed by GHA Peace in Russia... Ambassador of peace and harmony 
 * Recognized by the Company and founding GHA as Ambassador of Har  
    mony and Peace.

2009
 * PGA Women of Impact. Weston, Fl

2006
 * Women of Virtue Awards honoring 12 outstanding South Florida Women   
    with the different virtues awards..Woman OF FAITH BY Latin Biz
 * Nominated “Universal Peace Ambassador GENEVE CAPITALE Mondiale 
    de la Paix.”
 * FOUNDATION Between Us “Diploma to a woman who is more than our  
   Hispanic community with great example of perseverance, commitment  
         and service excellence reaches missions heart.

2005
 * Panelist at the Third Congress of World Peace Verbania, Italy.

2004
 *Certificate of Appreciation from the office and Mayor and Board of 
                County Commissioners of Miami-Dade. March 4, 2004.

2003
 * Who’s Who of American Woman 2002 - 2003

2002
 * President of Godslight Foundation. First Light of God Sanctuary in Peru.

2001
 * Degree from Northwood University for inspiring students through 
    Emphasizing & Art
 * Registration Authority and votes of the Board of International Research of  
    the American Biographical Institute sitting in the United States of America

2000
 * Outstanding People of the 20th Century in honor of his outstanding work   
      and contribution to the art and humanitarian service named by society: 
    the International Biographical Centre, Cambridge, England, United           
    Kingdom

1996
 * Diplome D’Honneur D’Public Encouragement France
 * Marketing proud member council Adventure Award-Aventura, Fl

1995
 * Recognition of the Florida Philharmonic Society as an artist of extraordinary 
    talent and honorary member.
 * Prize’95 / Laureat. Grand Prix Biennale d’Acquitaine 1995 / Musee d’Art 
    Moderne Unet
 * Certificate of Apreciation from Aspira of Florida, the United Way education 
    program for Latin children “at risk”
 * South Beach Alternative School, Certificate of Appreciation, 1995.
 * Awarded an O-1 visa to enter the United States by the US Government, 
   grante only to artists of “extraordinary abilities” Who Have sustained              
   national and international acclaim.

1994
 * Awarded Proclamation from the City of Toledo. First Jewish Artist invited by 
   the Spanish Government to show in Toledo after the events of Sefarad’92 
   in the Art and Culture Center “Inn of the Brotherhood.”
 * Designed the cover of Times Zones. Your Key to Control. by Dr. Philip S. Berg

HONORS & AWARDS
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2015
 * Art Basel Dic  2015. Show at SPECTRUM Miami,Fl. Event at Black Canvas 
   Art Gallery 

2014
 * “Cosmic Images” Pre-2014 Basel Art Show. Doral, Fl.
 * 2014 Accepted on display at the West Campus Doral Miami Dade                
 College. Campus. Doral, Fl,
 * Books & Books Arts & Presentation Book: The Art heal. Coral Gables, Fl
 * Florida Film Festival. Ft. Lauderdale, Fl.

2012
 * With the support of the National Academy of Painting. Two of the works   
   of Jacqueline were on permanent display at the Museum of Character in  
   Linzhou China.

2010
 * AVANT Gallery. Miami FL

2009
 * “WAF Exhibition” & WAF Museum. California

2004
 * “Sister Cities” organized by Dade County, FL
 * Ibero American International 9 Anniversary. Miami, Fl
2002
 * Donation and show to the Foundation: The Hunger Project. Miami, Fl
 * “The” Conceptual Exhibition. Coral Gables, FL
 * Palace of Fine Arts Visionary Artists Show. San Francisco, CA

2000
 * Conference of the Americas. Coral Gables, Fl

1999
 * Vibrations through art paintings JR together with the musician Steven     
    Halpern.
 * Vibrations through art - the art of Jacqueline Ripstein with the Sun                 
    Foundation (UN Philharmonic.).Miami, FL

1998
 * Agnon Fine Art Exhibition. Beachwood, Ohio
 * Bal Harbour Gallery. Miami, Fl
 * Special event with the University of Brahma Kumaris World Spiritual                  
    University. Miami, Florida
 * “About Helping to better Our World” with the sisters BK Janki and BK         
    Jayanti.

1995
 * Roslyn Sailor Fine Arts. Margate, New Jersey
 * Salon d’Automne: Musée d’Art Moderne d’Unet. Unet, France
 * Grand Prix d’Aquitaine
 * Musee d’Art Moderne d’Unet
 * Grand Prix of Sud Ouest:
 * Musee d’Art Moderne d’Unet. Unet, France
 * Biennale d’Aquitaine: Musée d’Art Moderne d’Unet. Unet, France
 * Grand Prix de Paris d’Art Plastique:
 * Napoleon Foundation. Paris, France

1993
 * “Batik”. Miami, Florida
 * Woman 7 7 Countries. Miami, Florida
 * Philip Samuels Gallery, Convention Center. Miami Beach, Florida

1991
 * CFE Technological Museum Mexico City.
 * 70. Kehila Acapulco Mexico City.

1990
 * Hagia. Carmen. Mexico DF.

1989
 * Praxis gallery, art Introduction Invisible “. Mexico City.
 * Represented by Dyansen Gallery. Beverly Hills, Ca & New York.

1987
 * Dallas Museum / ball to benefit. Ball Beaux, Texas

1986
 * Judaism in Art. Mexico City.

COLLECTIVE EXHIBITIONS 2016
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1985
 * Judaism in Art - with artists Tamayo, Corzas, Colonel,
 * Ripstein (Kon) and Leonardo Nierman. Mexico DF.
 * Association for the Preservation of Nature. Mexico DF.
 * Multibanco Mercantil de Mexico. Mexico DF.
 * CDI Gallery. Mexico DF.

1996
 * Diplomed Biennale D’Honneur
 * D’Public Encouragement Of Paris. Paris France
 * Wirtz Gallery. South Beach, Florida

1984
 * Coliseum Art Expo Show. New York, NY
 * Represented by agents of Salvador Dali Art Company CVM. New York,   
    New York
 * Represented by Publisher of Dali, Miro and Chagall Leon Amiel Paris,   
    France
 * Nucleus Art Gallery. Mexico DF.

1983
 * Create. Mexico DF.
 * Lanai Gallery. Mexico DF.

1982
 * Pemex Petroleum Institute Gallery. Mexico DF.

1981
 * Lanai Gallery. Mexico DF.

1980
 * Acapulco 70, “Kehila”. Mexico DF.
 * Jewish Sports Center, Profit for the UNICEF. Mexico DF.
 * Show Jointly With Professor Raul Anguiano. Mexico DF.
 * Jewish Sports Center Gallery. Mexico DF.
 * Morandi Gallery, “Miniatures”. Mexico DF.
 * Government / National Fund for Social Activities
 * 1st. Anniversary - FONOPAS. Mexico DF.
 * Lanai Gallery. Mexico DF.
 * CDI Gallery. Mexico DF.

1979
 * Mer-Kup Gallery. Mexico DF.
 * Expo-Arte - Representing Mexico. Dallas, Texas.
 * Mini Galleries. Mexico DF.
 * Gallery Liverpool TV. Mexico DF.
 * Liverpool Polanco Contemporary Art Gallery. Mexico City.
 * Liverpool satellite loggia. Mexico DF
 * Jewish Sports Center Gallery
 * “Vision of the Mexican Jewish Art”. Mexico DF.
 * Government Mexican Art Show. Mexico. DF.
 * Galeria dos Doors “Fantastic Art”. Mexico DF.
 * Government Polytechnic Institute Show. Mexico DF
 * Gallery Two Doors “Women in Plastics”. Mexico DF.
 * Gallery Morandi “Miniatures”. Mexico DF.
 * Galeria dos Doors “Drawings. Mexico City.
 * Show Inmecafe government. Puebla, Pue. Mexico

1978
 * Government Show: Coffee & Art for Christmas. Puebla, Pue.Mexico
 * Government Show: Coffee & Art Morelia. Mich., Mexico
 * Show Inmecafe government. Puebla, Pue., Mexico
 * Two museum gallery library doors. Mexico DF.

1976
 * Inmecafe Show. SanAntonio, Texas
 * Din Soll Club Gallery. NewOrleans, Louisiana

1972
 * CDI Galleria. Mexico DF

COLLECTIVE EXHIBITIONS
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